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Abstract
In this paper we describe and evaluate syntactic and semantic aspects of Arbobanko, a treebank for the artificial language Esperanto, as
well as tools and methods used in the production of the treebank. In addition to classical morphosyntax and dependency structure, the
treebank was enriched with a lexical-semantic layer covering named entities, a semantic type ontology for nouns and adjectives and a
framenet-inspired semantic classification of verbs. For an under-resourced language, the quality of automatic syntactic and semantic
pre-annotation is of obvious importance, and by evaluating the underlying parser and the coverage of its semantic ontologies, we try to
answer the question whether the language's extremely regular morphology and transparent semantic affixes translate into a more
regular syntax and higher parsing accuracy. On the linguistic side, the treebank allows us to address and quantify typological issues
such as the question of word order, auxiliary constructions, lexical transparency and semantic type ambiguity in Esperanto.
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1. Introduction
Treebanks  satisfy  important  needs  in  both  language
technology and descriptive linguistics, allowing the latter
to identify and quantify linguistic patterns, and the former
to  train  and  evaluate  machine-learned  parsers.  With  a
general  change  of  focus  towards  language  technology,
dependency treebanks have become more prevalent at the
expense  of  constituent  treebanks,  driven  by
methodological  considerations  such  as  implementability
in mathematical models (graphs).

Historically, dependency syntax has roots in the linguistic
tradition of Slavic languages,  one of its  strengths being
the handling of free word order and discontinuities, while
constituent grammar departed from English with its fixed
word order and reliable subject-predicate pairs. Thus, the
first and largest  dependency treebank was published for
Czech (Böhmová et al. 2003, Bejček et al. 2013), while
major  English  treebanks  like  the  Penn  Treebank  were
originally annotated with phrase structure and converted
to the dependency format only later (Johansson & Nugues
2007), by the machine-learning (ML) community.  A third
approach  was  used  for  the  Danish  Arboretum  treebank
(Bick  2003),  where  a  rule-based  Constraint  Grammar
(CG) parser was used to create shallow dependency trees
that  were  then  converted  to  constituent  trees,  using
manual revision at both stages.

As  an  artificial  language  with  a  non-negligible  living
speaker  community  and  several  generations  of  native
speakers,  Esperanto  is  a  linguistically  interesting
language,  albeit  under-resourced  in  terms  of  both
development/research  funding  and  existing  NLP
resources.  Our  treebank  project  intends  to  address  this
issue at both the linguistic and NLP levels. We decided on
a dependency format not only because of the current focus
of  the  research  community,  but  also  because  of  the
purported free word order-characteristics of the language.
In  addition,  the  only  available  parser  was  a  CG
dependency  parser,  and  we  needed  to  minimize
(unfunded) human revision labor.

2. The Corpus
Arbobanko is a news corpus,  covering the period 1997-
2003.  It  is  based  on  journalistic  material  from  the
Esperanto  journal  Monato,  published  by  Flandra
Esperanto Ligo, with an interesting mix of international
contributors.  The  raw  files  were  compiled  and  TEI-
encoded  by Bertil  Wennergren.  The overall  text  corpus
contains  ca.  579,000 words,  and is  available  for  search
and download at http://tekstaro.com . For the Arbobanko
treebank  a  50.000  word  section  of  the  corpus  was
tokenized  and  morphosyntactically  annotated  with  the
EspGram  parser  (Bick  2007  and  2009)  and  manually
revised at all levels. Like the source corpus, this annotated
subcorpus  will  be  made  available  for  on-line  search
access.

Annotation was carried out with what could be called a
recursive  boot-strapping  method,  where  corrections
learned  from  manual  revision  were  fed  back  into  the
parser in the form of rule changes or additions, that would
then increase the accuracy of further automatic parses. By
logging  all  manual  corrections,  it  was  also  possible  to
establish  an  estimate  of  global  and  category-specific
parser  performance.  Ultimately,  knowledge of category-
specific  error  margins  should  allow the  use  of  a  much
larger  treebank  with  only  automatic  annotation,  that
would  still  allow  linguistic  research  with  a  reasonable
level of reliability.

3. Annotation Levels
The  treebank  contains  linguistic  annotation  at  four
primary  levels:  lemma,  part-of-speech  (POS)  and
inflection,  syntactic  function  ("edge  labels")  and
dependency-head id's (attachment links). In addition, there
is some secondary,  lexical  information about morpheme
structure  and  POS-subclass,  as  well  as  a  consistent
semantic  type  tag  for  all  content  words  (proper  and
common  nouns,  verbs,  adjectives).  All  information  is
strictly  token-based  and  contained  in  the  following
ordered  tag  fields,  with  '@'  used  as  a  marker  for  the
syntactic  label,  and  '#'  for  a  numbered  dependency
relation:
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Wordform lemma <subclass/semantic type> ... POS
inflection @syntactic_function #id->head_id

In the example below, the 5th word, for instance, has the
tagging fields  'reformoj'  (wordform),  'reformo'  (lemma),
'N P NOM' (noun plural nomininative), '@P<' (argument
of preposition), '#5->4' (5th word with 4th word as head),
and  the  semantic  '<act>'  tag  (action)  as  well  as  a
morpheme  tag,  '<PREF:re%form|o>'  (prefix  re-,  stem
form and noun ending -o).

Post [post] <*> PRP @ADVL> #1->14 (After)
 12 [12] <card> <cif> NUM P @>N #2->3 (12)
  jaroj [jaro] <dur> N P NOM @P< #3->1 (years) 
   da [da] PRP @N< #4->3 (of)
    reformoj [reformo] <PREF:re%form|o> <act> N P 

NOM @P< #5->4 (reform)
  la [la] ART @>N #6->7 (the)
 efikeco [efikeco] <N:efik%ec|o> <f> N S NOM 

@SUBJ> #7->14 (efficiency)
  de [de] PRP @N< #8->7 (of)
    la [la] ART @>N #9->11 (the) 
    ĉehxa [ĉehxa] <jnat> <Du> ADJ S NOM @>N 

#10->11 (Czech)
   ekonomio [ekonomio] <domain> N S NOM @P< #11-

>8 (economy)
  ne [ne] <setop> ADV @>A #12->13 (not)
 signife [signife] ADV @ADVL> #13->14 

(significantly)
transpaŝas [transpaŝi] <PRP:trans+paŝ|i> <mv> 

<fn:exceed> V PR VFIN @FS-STA #14->0 
(surpasses) 

  la [la] ART @>N #15->16 (the)
 nivelon [nivelo] <f-q> N S ACC @<ACC #16-

>14 (level)
  atingitan [atingi] <mv> <fn:reach> V PCP PAS IMPF 

ADJ S ACC @ICL-N< #17->16 (achieved)
   en [en] PRP @<ADVL #18->17 (in)
     la [la] ART @>N #19->20 (the)
    jaro [jaro] <temp> N S NOM @P< #20->18 (year)
     1989 [1989] <year> <card> <cif> NUM S 

@N< #21->20 (1989)
 $. [.] PU @PU #22->14 

[N  noun,  ADJ  adjective,  ADV  adverb,  NUM  numeral,
ART  article,  PRP  preposition,  V  verb,  S  singular,  P
plural,  NOM  nominative,  ACC  accusative,  VFIN  finite
verb,  PR  present,  IMPF past,  PCP participle,  @SUBJ
subject,  @ACC direct  object,  @ADVL adverbial, @FS-
STA  statement,  @>N  prenominal,  @N<  postnominal,
@>A pre-adject, @P< argument of preposition, @ICL-
N<  postnominal  non-finite  clause,  <mv>  main  verb,
<setop> set operator, <dur> duration , <f> feature, <f-
q>  quantifiable  feature,  <temp>  time  point,  <jnat>
nationality, <fn:...> framenet class]

Apart from the linguistic annotation, most of the original
TEI meta-information, such as topic, titles and paragraph
id's, is retained in the treebank on separate xml lines. In

the example below, token lines were indented according
to tree depth to increase readability. Apart from the native
format,  we also provide Tiger  xml and the CoNLL tab
field format with feature-attribute pairs.

3.1 Morphological Annotation
A low degree  of  morphological  ambiguity is  a  planned
design feature of Esperanto and, together with its regular
inflection  and  affixation  system,  meant  to  make  the
language easy to learn. As a result, automatic annotation
is very reliable at  this level,  and few ambiguity classes
exist,  with  little  need  for  human  revision.  The  only
systematic POS ambiguity is between proper nouns and
other word classes because of upper-casing (especially in
sentence-initial  position),  and  in  connection  with
tokenization  errors.  Thus,  the  otherwise  reliable  vowel
coding  for  POS  (e.g.  -o  =  noun,  -a  =  adjective,  -i  =
infinitive, -e = adverb) breaks down in the face of foreign
names in  (a)  and (b).  Another  type of  ambiguity arises
from the syntactic,  rather  than morphological,  nature of
some non-inflecting word classes (c1-3).

(a)  Durrës-Varna (not an adjective -a)

(b) Verdi kaj Ĉajkovskij (not a verb -i)

(c1) ĝis la mateno [until morning] (preposition)

(c2) ĝis ili subskribis [until they signed] (conjunction)

(c3) ĝis kvar gastoj [up to four guests] (adverb) 

(d) DNA, RNA (proper?/noun)

(e) i.a. [interalie- among other things] (noun?/adverb)

Sometimes,  abbreviations  can  also  present  problems,
because of upper-casing and lack of endings: type (d) is
sometimes mistagged as e.g. company proper nouns, and
dot-shortened  abbreviations  may  default  to  a  (wrong)
noun reading.

A  final,  rare  type  of  ambiguity  concerns  morpheme
structure, and is a source of puns in Esperanto. Although
this  ambiguity  class  will  not  be  visible  at  the
lemma/POS/inflection level, it does affect the meaning of
a word, and the EspGram parser tries to resolve it (f-g).

(f)  altiri  <*ADJ:alt+ir|i>  ("go  high"  [high+go])  vs.
<PRP:al+tir|i> ("attract" [to-draw])

(g)  diamante  <*N:di+amante>  ("God-lovingly")  vs.
<*ADJ:di|a+mante>  ["godly-mantis-ly"]  vs.
uncompounded "diamond-like"

In  principle,  there  is  no  inflectional  ambiguity  in
Esperanto. However, foreign proper nouns that have not
been  assimilated  into  the  language,  often  retain  their
original  spelling  and  will  rarely  receive  the  accusative
case marker -n, unless they happen to end in -o (the noun-
marking  vowel).  Therefore,  such  proper  nouns  are
nominative/accusative-ambiguous and a theoretical source
of errors for EspGram's disambiguation.

3.2 Syntactic Annotation
Syntactic  annotation  is,  of  course,  what  a  treebank  is
really about. Thus, the linguistic motivation for creating
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Arbobanko  is  to  allow descriptive  studies  of  Esperanto
syntax,  addressing  topics  such  as  word  order  and
structural complexity. It is for such linguistic reasons, that
the  relatively  fine-grained  syntactic  tag  inventory  of
EspGram is maintained in the treebank. For instance, what
could have been one adverbial  class,  is  subdivided into
free  adverbials  (@ADVL),  bound  adverbials  (@SA),
object-bound  adverbials  (@OA),  free  predicatives
(@PRED)  and  prepositional  objects  (@PIV).  In  noun
phrases,  a  distinction  is  made  between  identifying
(@APP)  and  predicating  (@N<PRED)  appositions.
However, we try to avoid unnecessary tag complexity by
not  introducing  different  syntactic  tags,  where  POS
already  contains  the  distinction.  Thus,  phrase-level
modifiers  are  only  attachment-tagged  as  prenominals
(@>N) and postnominals (@N<), or pre-adjects (@>A)1

and post-adjects (@A<), not for what the modifier itself is
(e.g. hypothetical @nmod for a modifier that is a nouns),
because that would just be duplicated information.

In  the  same  vein,  a  strict  form-function  distinction  is
maintained for dependency heads. For instance, adjectives
are not re-tagged as nouns, just because they appear as the
head of a noun phrase. In English translation, "sick" stays
ADJ in "the sick flocked to him", in spite of it being the
head of the subject np. This way, there will be no conflict
in it taking an adverb modifier ("the very sick flocked to
him"), because "very" still can see necessary ADJ head to
attach to. The "noun-ness" of "sick" in "the sick" will thus
be expressed solely at the function level, by it carrying a
noun function (subject) and an article dependent.

While the above adjective-noun duality is often avoided in
Esperanto by adding POS-changing suffixes ('mal-san-ul-
o'  -  un-healthy-person-noun),  another  word  class,
participles,  is  more  problematic,  having  both  adjectival
and verbal aspects. Esperanto adjectival participles inflect
in  gender  and  number,  but  are  also  marked  for
tense/aspect  [aio]  and  passive/active  [±n],  and  often
function as non-finite predicators with one or several verb
arguments.  Therefore,  even  though  there  is  only  one
morphological ("form") analysis, the ambiguity manifests
at  the syntactic  function level  and needs to be resolved
contextually (a-b).

(a)  numeritaj  biletoj  [numbered  tickets]  -->  @>N
(prenominal)

(b) transportkoridoroj numeritaj per romaj ciferoj [traffic
corridors numbered with Roman numerals] --> @ICL-N<
(postnominal [N<] non-finite [I] clause [CL])

3.3 Dependency Annotation
In  a  typical  Constraint  Grammar  parsing  chain,  each
linguistic level will receive its own grammar module, and
disambiguated output from one will be used as input to
the next. Classical CG (Karlsson 1990) recognizes three
levels:  Morphological/POS  disambiguation,  syntactic
function  mapping  (e.g.  based  on  case  or  position),  and
syntactic disambiguation. Syntactic form (structural tags)
was addressed only rudimentarily, with arrows indicating
attachment  direction (e.g.  @N< pointing left  to  a  noun
head).  The  state-of-the-art  CG3  compiler  (Bick  &

1 Adjects  are  defined  as  adverbial  modifiers  in  adjp's  and
ADVP's, i.e. of adjectives and adverbs.

Didriksen 2014) does expand the formalism to allow the
creation  and  use  of  dependency  links,  but  with  pre-
existing  morphosyntactic  parsers  this  will  mean  a
dependency module that is run after function labels have
already  been  assigned  -  a  design  different  from  most
machine-learning  (ML)  approaches,  such  as  the  ones
described  in  the  CoNLL  conference  joint  tasks  on
dependency  parsing  (e.g.  Nivre  et  al.  2007),  that  will
perform the two tasks simultaneously or in the opposite
order.  This  function-first  architecture  of  our  automatic
annotation  system  means  that  dependency  attachment
rules can exploit existing syntactic information (including
attachment  direction!),  but  it  also  means  that  many
attachment  errors  need  to  be  fixed  in  EspGram  itself,
rather than in the add-on dependency module.

In descriptive terms, our native dependency annotation is
syntactically motivated rather than semantic, minimizing
the dependency distance between a governing head and
the token  it  controls  in  terms of  agreement  or  valency.
Thus, prepositions are treated as heads of pp's, because the
verbs and nouns governing the pp may have preposition-
specific  valency  (e.g  'rilati  al'  [refer  to],  'amikeco  kun'
[friendship  with]).  In  the  same  vein,  auxiliaries  are
regarded as (syntactic) heads of verb chains, because they
control the form of the main verb (infinitive, participle),
rather  than  vice  versa.  We  are  aware  of  the  Universal
Dependencies (UD) initiative (McDonald et al. 2013), that
uses semantic head relations instead (i.e. prepositions and
auxiliaries  as  dependents  of  main  verbs  and  pp-nouns,
respectively),  but  have  chosen  to  keep  syntactic  and
semantic levels strictly separate in Arbobanko. Semantic
argument links will thus be added only in a future version
with full semantic role and frame annotation. That said,
we  provide  semantic  annotation  at  the  lexcial  level,  as
well  as  an  automatically  UD-converted  version  of  the
treebank in CoNNL format to further comparability and to
allow compatibility with UD-based NLP tools.

Two  notoriously  difficult  issues  for  a  dependency
grammar  are  coordination  and  ellipsis,  both  because
dependency grammar does not allow empty nodes, forcing
either  (a)  parallel  attachment  with  a  loss  of  structural
information or (b) some kind of "dependent nexus", where
one dependent attaches to another rather than the common
antecedent.  (a)  provides  short  semantic  paths  for  all
constituents, but we opted for (b) in the default version of
the treebank,  again giving priority to syntactic concerns
and  expliciting the special  relation between  conjuncts
and the parts of an elliptic nexus, respectively. However,
sequential  attachments  of  second and  later  conjuncts  to
the first conjunct can easily, and automatically, be raised
to  parallel  attachment,  if  corpus  users  wish  to  use  the
latter format.

Finally,  we  have  chosen  to  include  punctuation  in  our
dependency  mark-up.  Paired  punctuation  (e.g.
parentheses)  will  attach  to  the  highest  node  in  the
enclosure, and clause and phrase separators attach left to
the highest node of the preceding clause or phrase.

3.4 Semantic type annotation
Apart from lemma, pos, inflection and syntactic function,
the  Arbobanko  annotation  scheme uses  angle-bracketed
tags  (<...>)  for  secondary  grammatical  or  syntactic
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information as well as semantic types, mapped either from
a  lexicon  file  or  by  contextual  CG rules.  Grammatical
subcategory  ambiguity,  such  as  the  distinction  between
<rel>  (relative)  and  <interr>  (interrogative)  for  adverbs
and pronouns, or <mv> (main verb) and <aux> (auxiliary)
for  verbs,  as  well  as  the  specification  of  coordination
tags2,  is  addressed  by  the  parser,  followed  by  manual
revision.

Semantic tags also take the form of secondary <...> tags,
but only disambiguated (or changed) by hand. They were
either mapped (potentially ambiguously) from the lexicon
or triggered by semantic affixes based on morphological
analysis.  While  a  linguist  doing  corpus  searches  will
tolerate ambiguous semantic tags or even the occasional
erroneous one, manual correction was carried out because
it is important for ML-based language technology.

Current semantic annotation addresses lexical (ontology-
derived)  tags  rather  than functional  semantic  annotation
(semantic  roles),  albeit  the  latter  is  being  prepared  by
including  semantic  frame  tags  for  verbs.  The  semantic
type tags are systematically assigned to all 4 open word
classes (N, PROP, ADJ, V) and are inspired, in terms of
granularity and linguistic grounding, by multilingual work
carried out within the European SIMPLE project (Lenci et
al. 2000).

Nouns

The annotation scheme uses a noun ontology with about
200 categories3, organized in a shallow hierarchy. Upper-
level categories such as <H> (human), <tool>, <food> or
<L>  (location)  are  further  subdivided  into  lower-level
categories  such  as  <Hprof>  (profession),  <Hideo>
(follower  of  an  ideology),  <Hnat>  (national),  <Hfam>
(family  term),  <Lh>  (human-functional  place),  <Ltop>
(natural-topological place), <Lciv> (civitas/town/country)
etc. The scheme provides an easy way to lump categories
and  to  work  with  either  fine-grained  or  coarse-grained
features  when  using  machine  learning  (ML)  or  other
methods  for  tasks  such  as  word  sense  disambiguation
(WSD) or machine translation (MT).

It should also be noted that even without disambiguation,
the semantic noun tags are useful for a syntactic parser.
For example, a <H...> (human) tag heuristically supports
the choice of subject  function over object  function, and
can be used when assigning dependency links to matching
semantic verb categories.  

Proper nouns

The treebank defines proper nouns as named entities (NE)
of one or more tokens, so before semantic classification
the token span of a given NE has to be determined. Both
tasks are performed by the EspGram parser,  but neither
without  errors.  Therefore,  unlike  other  word  classes,
proper  nouns  had  to  be  manually  revised  at  the  token
level, too. Arbobanko NEs have an average token length

2 <cjt-first> = first conjunct), <cjt> = second or later conjuncts
and  <co-arg>  for  coordinating  conjunctions,  with  "arg"
specifying the syntactic tag of the coordinated material, e.g. <co-
subj> for subject coordination

3 Most categories were taken from the cross-language "semantic
prototype"  ontology  described  at
http://visl.sdu.dk/semantic_prototypes_overview.pdf

of 1.34 and make up about 5% of all words. The semantic
annotation scheme uses 7 main categories: <hum> human,
<org>  organization,  <inst>  institution,  <occ>  organized
event, <brand>, <tit> (title/work-of-art) and <L> location.
The  latter  is  subdivided  into  <Lciv>  (town/country),
<Lwater>  (rivers,  lakes),  <Lstar>  and  <Ltop>  (other
natural places). In addition, two special <org> categories
(<media> and <party>) are recognized, and a handful of
special categories, e.g. <prize>.

It  should  be  noted  that  some of  the  NE categories  are
intentionally vague and express "semantic (lexical) form"
rather  than  "semantic  function",  leaving  the  latter  to
subsequent  disambiguation  at  the  semantic  role  level.
Thus, <Lciv> and <inst> can fill both agent and location
slots, i.e. go to war or raise taxes on the one hand, and be
lived in or traveled to on the other.  Similarly,  <media>
can both be read (cf. <tit>) and function as organizations
(cf. <org>).

Adjectives

The semantic  scheme for  adjectives  contains  about  110
categories ordered in a shallow hierarchy with 14  primary
and 25 secondary umbrella categories. People adjectives,
for  instance  can  be  <jpsych>  (feelings),  <janat>  (body
features),  <jage>,  <jsick> etc.,  and the largest  umbrella
category  of  "property"  contains  secondary  umbrella
categories  such  as  "measurable  property"  (<jsize>,
<jweight>,  <jtemp>  [temperature],  <jspeed>)  and
"physical  aspects"  (<jshape>,  <jcol>  [color],  <jsub>
[composition],  <jmat>  [material].  In  addition,  domain
information  and  polarity  tags  are  provided.  The  latter
serves two purposes simultaneously: First it allows binary
distinctions, e.g. <jtemp> <Q+> = warm, <jtemp> <Q-> =
cold.  Second,  the  Q+/Q-  tags  double  as  sentiment
markers,  with  Q+  chosen  for  the  polarity  that  either
literally  or  metaphorically  is  the  one  more  often
associated  with  a  positive  sentiment.  Where  this  was
impossible  or  contradictory,  Q0 (no  polarity)  or  Q+/Q-
(double polarity) could be used.

In  a  parsing  or  WSD  task,  the  <j...>  categories  are
designed  to  interact  with  the  semantic  noun categories,
with  mutual  constraints  allowing disambiguation  of  the
more  polysemic  part  in  an  adjective-noun  dependency
relation.

Verbs

For verbs, framenet semantic classes were used, adopting
the  categories  and  granularity  used  in  the  Danish
Framenet  (http://framenet.dk).  Together  with  slot  filler
information  for  frame  arguments  (drawn  from semantic
noun  annotation)  and  by  exploiting  the  dependency
relations  encoded  in  the  treebank,  a  manually  revised
framenet type tag should allow the mapping of semantic
roles in a future annotation step. Thus, each semantic verb
type, once it has been sanctioned by a human annotator,
can be linked to a complete frame in the parser lexicon,
and spawn semantic roles from its dependency daughters:

(a) <FN:eat/S§AG'H|A/O§PAT'food> 

(b) <FN:teach/S§AG'H/O§BEN'H/P-pri§TP'all>

<FN:teach/S§AG'H/O§TP'domain|ling|fcl/P-al§BEN'H> 
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For instance, the framenet class of "eat" (a) projects the
semantic role of agent (§AG) onto a subject (S), if it  is
human (H) or animate (A), and the role of patient (§PAT)
onto objects (O), if they match the semantic class <food>.
Syntactically, more than one structure can be supported.
Thus,  the  teaching  class  (b)  can  map  the  role  of
beneficiary (§BEN) onto either the direct object (O) or a
PP  complement  headed  by  the  preposition  'al'  (P-al).
Conversely, the topic role (§TP) will be assigned to a PP
(P-pri)  in  the  first  case,  and  to  the direct  object  in  the
second.

Automatic annotation of out-of-lexicon words

In order to minimize manual revision work, it is important
to provide semantic tags also for words that are not listed
in the lexicon, or where the lexicon provides only lower-
level  information,  such  as  valency  potential.  Two main
techniques were used for this task, (a) compound analysis
and (b) affix-based type inference. The former works by
using the semantic type of a compound's last part also for
the  word  as  a  hole.  This  technique  is  not  specific  to
Esperanto,  but it works better for Esperanto than for e.g.
German  and  Danish,  because  compounding  is  more
transparent in Esperanto than in languages with a lot of
idiomatic traits. Thus, the word 'bag' in German ('Tasche')
or Danish ('taske') can occur as second part in compounds
that do not denote a container, e.g. German 'Plaudertasche'
(chatter box) and Danish 'havtaske' (monk fish). This very
rarely  happens  in  Esperanto,  and  though  new  and
metaphorical compounds are coined all the time, the last
part  retains  the  semantic  spectrum  it  would  have  in
isolation.  The  affix-based  approach  exploits  the
agglutinative structure of Esperanto, and the fact that most
of  the  language's  productive  affixes  (over  40)  denote  a
clear semantic class, e.g. '-uj'  (container) or '-ej'  (place).
Thus,  a "water carrier" and a "car top carrier" are both
compounds  in  Esperanto,  but  with  different  semantic
affixes, -ul' (person) for the former and '-il' (tool) for the
latter.

3.5 Semantic ambiguity
Even  in  Esperanto,  an  artificial  language  with  low
ambiguity  as  a  design  feature,  a  certain  percentage  of
words  is  semantically  ambiguous,  in  particular  simplex
roots  without  a  semantic  suffix.  For instance,  the  word
'fonto'  (source)  is  used  with  four  senses,  constituting
related, but distinct subcategories of the place type (<L>)
in our 200-type ontology.  One way to elicit these senses
during linguistic data revision was to look for compounds
with 'fonto' where the first part can help to disambiguate
the  sense  of  the  second.  Thus  'akvofonto'  (spring)  is
classified as  <Lwater>,  'monfonto'  (funding) as  <Labs>
(abstract  source),  'interretfonto'  (online  sources)  as
<Lsem>  and  'petrolfonto'  (oil  well)  as  <Lh>  (human
functional place). Similarly, polysemous adjectives can be
disambiguated  through  their  head  class.  Thus,  'forta'
(strong) is tagged <jpower> if combined with human or
civitas nouns, but <jdegree> if combined with perception
nouns ('bruo' - noise or 'lumo' - light).

Not  least  in  the  construction  of  the  noun  and  NE
ontologies, care was taken to avoid implicit, systematical
ambiguity.  Thus,  containers  are only tagged as  <con>,
not  as  <unit>,  because  it  is  a  general  feature  of  the

container class that it  can be use for quantification (e.g.
'du tasoj  da  teo'  -  two cups of  tea).  Here,  it  is  not  the
lexical semantic type (form)  that changes, but the word's
semantic function, and the latter is better annotated as a
different layer, based on context clues such as the quantity
preposition 'da'.  This design principle should be born in
mind  in  any  comparative  evaluation  of  semantic
ambiguity.

Because  Arbobanko  consists  of  a  limited  number  of
sentences of the same genre, not all lemmas occur with all
senses, and ambiguity per lemma is therefore lower in the
treebank than in the overall lexicon. Thus, in the treebank
3.8%  of  the  3006  noun  lemmas,  2.4%  of  the  1445
adjective lemmas and 2.2% of the 1350 verb lemmas were
ambiguous, with only 23 lemmas being multi-ambiguous
(>= 3 senses). A look-up of the same lemmas in the parser
lexicon  shows  that  the  words'  unrealized  ambiguity
potential is about three times higher - 10.5% for nouns,
8.2%  for  adjectives  and  7.7%  for  verbs.  The  detailed
break-down in table 1 also shows, that  25.1% of nouns
and  5.8%  of  adjectives  cannot  be  found  in  the  parser
lexicon. For almost all of these, a semantic type could be
guessed at from compound or suffix analysis. 

senses N ADJ V
tree-
bank

lexi-
con

tree-
bank

lexi-
con

tree-
bank

lexi-
con

>=4 3 8 0 0 4 5
3 11 41 2 5 3 13
2 99 266 33 113 23 86
1 2893 1936 1410 1243 1320 1246
0 755 84 0
lemma sum 3006 3006 1445 1445 1350 1350

Table 1: Semantic ambiguity

Interestingly, an inspection of the polysemic words in the
treebank revealed that almost none were true homonyms
in  the  sense  that  different  senses  would  have  different
origins,  affixation or compounding structure.  Rather,  all
were  polysemes,  with only  one  morphological  analysis,
and a related etymology. In some words, such polysemy
mirrors the polysemy found in the corresponding word in
the  (mostly  Romance)  source  language,  e.g.  'fonto'
(source), while others, even in the face of one (Romance)
cognate,  occur  in  two  similar  but  deliberately  distinct
variants,  e.g.  'senso'  (biological  sense)  vs.  'senco'
(cognitive  sense).  As  a  working  hypothesis  one  could
conclude  that  lexical  ambiguity  in  Esperanto  is  indeed
lower  than  in  etymologically  related  languages,  with
polysemes (i.e. after exclusion of true homonyms) as an
upper bound in comparative terms. 

4. Parser Evaluation
The focus of this paper is on the creation of a treebank for
a language, where there was none, i.e. the resource side
rather  than  the  performance  side  of  NLP.  So  we  have
evaluated the underlying parser not for its own sake, but
in order  to be able to improve it  and thereby speed up
further  manual revision of the treebank.  Also, category-
specific  accuracy  is  useful  when  interpreting  linguistic
results  from larger,  unrevised  treebanks  made  with  the
same parser.
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Our  evaluation  is  based  on  the  change  log  from  the
manual revision of the first 16,300 tokens of the treebank.
Because  attachment  errors  were  counted  separately,
attachment  direction  arrows  at  the  clause  level  were
ignored when evaluating function tags (i.e. @<SUBJ and
@SUBJ>  were  both  counted  as  just  @SUBJ,  subject).
This  evaluation  method is  clearly  more  lenient  than an
independent  gold  corpus  or  an  independent  manual
annotation of the same corpus would have been, because
when in doubt, a reviewer-annotator will simply choose to
do  nothing  and  leave  the  automatic  tag  unchanged.  A
positive  side  effect  of  this  parser  bias,  however,  is  a
certain  consistency  with  regard  to  the  resolution  of
dubious  cases,  derived  from  the  reproducibility  of  the
automatic  choice,  and  difficult  to  achieve  for  human
annotators. Also, the parser bias will only affect unclear
cases,  and  still  produce  good  statistics  for  safe  errors,
allowing us  to  flag  the  most  error-prone  categories  for
further inspection.

All in all, ca. 3% of tokens in the test section had errors in
primary categories, with 2.6% attachment errors and 1.6%
function  tag  errors.  Performance  for  word  tokens alone
(ignoring punctuation) is shown in parentheses in table 2.
As  expected  for  Esperanto,  the  extremely  regular
morphology left  almost  no  room for  POS or  inflection
errors.

correct
attachment

wrong
attachment

correct
function

97.04 %
(96.53)

1.36 %
(1.56)

98.40%
(98.09)

wrong
function

0.35 %
(0.42)

1.25 %
(1.49)

1.60 %
(1.91)

97.39 %
(96.95)

2.61 %
(3.55)

100 % (100)

Table 2: Parser performance

In  a  breakdown  of  individual  categories  (table  2)  pp-
attachment  problems  left  their  predictable  mark,  with
postnominal pp's (PRP @N<) being attached to the wrong
noun, or tagged as adverbial (@ADVL) and attached to a
verb.  Thus,  19.8%  of  attachment  errors  and  26.8%  of
function  errors  involved  the  postnominal  category,  and
90%  of  cases  were  pp's.  If  predicating  appositions  are
included  in  this  category,  it  comprises  1/4  -  1/3  of  all
errors.

Table 2 contains only the major categories, and it lumps
all clause functions into only two groups, finite and non-
finite,  but it  clearly shows what is difficult for function
tagging  and  for  attachment  tagging,  respectively.  Thus,
coordinators  (@CO) and,  to  a  lesser  degree,  adverbials
(@ADVL)  are  more  an  attachment  than  a  labeling
problem, while copula complements (@SC) and subjects
(@SUBJ)  are  more  a  labeling  than  an  attachment
problem.  For  postnominals  (@N<,  @N<PRED),  a
function error  will  almost always lead to an attachment
error, but the latter bears the additional burden of distance
errors. That direct objects (@ACC) are so easy to label, is
due  to  the  fact  that  Esperanto  has  a  morphological
accusative marker (-n). 

% of
function
errors

% of
attach-
ment
errors

% of
all

tokens

@N< (postnominal) 26.8 19.8 5.6
@N<PRED (predicative 
apposition)

7.3 6.8 0.9

@ADVL> (left adverbial) 5.4 6.8 5.9
@<ADVL (right adverbial) 3.8 5.2 4.8
@SUBJ (subject) 6.9 4.0 8.8
@ACC (direct object) 1.9 3.1 4.8
@SC/@SA (copula compl.) 3.8 0.7 1.9
@NPHR (free np, no verb) 5.0 2.1 0.6
@A< (post-adject) 3.4 2.1 5.2
@FS-... (finite clauses)
    @FS-N< (relative clause)

15.0
      2.7

16.7
       6.

1

9.5
      1.3

@ICL-... (non-finite 
clauses)

6.1 5.2 2.9

@CO (coordinator) 1.1 12.9 3.3
@PU (punctuation) 0.0 0.1 16.2

Table 3: Error contribution by category (accuracy)

While table 3 tells us, where errors occur most in absolute
terms, and where added revision and rule-writing should
be focused for maximal treebanking efficiency, this is not
enough  to  predict  which  linguistic  information  weaned
from the corpus is reliable and which is not. For this task,
error rates need to be normalized with regard to overall
category  frequencies.  Figure  1  models  this  category-
specific  error  risk  computed  as  error  share  divided  by
token  share.  The  resulting  value  tells  us,  how much  a
category is over-represented among errors as compared to
its share among running tokens. Thus, the most unreliable
categories  in terms of function labeling are @N<PRED
and @NPHR (9 times over-represented), while all clause-
level  categories  with the exception of complements,  i.e.
subjects,  objects  and  adverbials  are  safe
(underrepresented). 

In terms of attachment, the most unreliable categories are
coordinators (@CO) and relative clauses (@FS-N<), with
a 4x over-representation, and the same np categories that
are  also  unreliable  in  terms  of  function  (@N<,
@N<PRED and @NPHR). All in all, table 3 predicts that
an  automatically  annotated  treebank  is  safer  to  use  for
clause-level  studies  than  NP-level  studies  and
coordination studies.

5. Linguistic Evaluation
Our first research question was methodological: Does the
regular  morphology of Esperanto spill  over into a more
regular  syntax in the sense,  that  parsing will  be easier?
With our data, the answer to this question appears to be
only a little yes. The morphological error rate was indeed
very  low,  but  syntactic  accuracy  (~  96.5%  for  word
tokens)  is  only  marginally  better  than  what  has  been
reported for CG systems for other languages (e.g. 95-96%
for  Portuguese  [Bick  2014]).  Also,  recall  results  for
English CG (Prytz 1998) indicate that  printed news are
probably situated at the high performance end, and that
other  genres  would  likely  fare  worse.  Especially  the
problems  with  pp  attachment  and  coordination  indicate
that  at  the syntactic  level,  Esperanto is  not  so different
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from  other  languages,  and  that  ambiguity  in  this  area
arises from semantics rather than morphology. 

The second research question is linguistic - to what degree
does Esperanto have free word order? At the clause level,
data from Arbobanko indicate a general tendency towards
SVO order, confirming claims by e.g. Koutny (2015), but
also category-specific deviations. For the statistics in table
4,  relative  and  interrogative  pronouns  were  excluded
because  they  are  always  used  clause-initially,
irrespectively  of  syntactic  category4,  in  both  Esperanto
and all etymologically related languages. 

left of V right of V
subject (@SUBJ) 85.4 % 14.6 %
direct object (@ACC) 10.2 % 89.8 %
copula complement 
(@SC)

3.6 % 96.4 %

pp/oblique object 
(@PIV)

2.7 % 97.3 %

Table 4: Clause level constituent placement

As can be seen, subjects and direct objects occur on the
"wrong" side of the verb (OVS) often enough to speak of
free  word  order  in  the  sense  that  such  usage  is
grammatically acceptable in Esperanto alongside the SVO
default. For oblique and copula arguments, however, left
placements (outside relative clauses and questions) is so
rare, that it should be considered as marked (e.g. focus-
triggered).  Object pronouns were as (un)likely as object
nouns to  occur  left  of  the  verb,  so clitic  effects  in  the
fashion of Romance languages can be ruled out.

In  order  to  identify  complete  finite  clauses  with  both
subject and object, and count full SVO patterns, we wrote
a small mark-up CG mapping %svo, %vso, %sov etc. tags
on the main verbs of these clauses (table 5).

percentage of finite clauses with both
subject and direct object

SVO 89.98 %
OVS 2.44 %
SOV 2.69 %
OSV 3.42 %

Table 5: SVO variations

The numbers indicate that SVO is the default word order
for Esperanto outside relative clauses and questions, but
that there is no strict rule against other word orders, that
together make up 10% of finite S+O clauses. Only VSO
did not occur at all. Unexpectedly, the "Yoda" word order
OSV is the most frequent alternative, in spite of it being
the rarest topicalization word order in natural languages.
Non-finite clauses5 had a stricter  word order  than finite
clauses, with 98% of objects placed to the right.

At  the  phrase  level,  the  typologically  interesting  word-
order  question  is  where  adjectives  are  placed  in  noun
phrases. Here, our data did contain some variation, with
4 Yes/no  questions  with  the  question  particle  "ĉu"  were  not
excluded, but were not statistically salient, because only a few
contained finite verbs.

5  Non-finite clauses do not take subjects in Esperanto

left  placement  as  the statistical  norm, but  still  5.9% of
adjectives positioned right of their head noun. In addition,
heavy modifier material seems to be moved to the right.
Thus  all  modifier  clauses,  including  participle  clauses,
were placed to the right, as well as half of the coordinated
adjectival modifiers.

One  conclusion  from  our  np  word  order  data  is  that
Esperanto,  despite  the  fact  that  the  majority  of  its
vocabulary  can  be  traced  back  to  Romance  languages,
seems to prefer a "Germanic", left placement of adjectives
(93.8%).  We  therefore  also  investigated  verb  phrases,
looking  for  discontinuities,  common  in  Germanic
languages.  But  while  we  did  find  about  15.3%
discontinuous  VP's,  almost  all  interfering  material  was
adverbial,  with  no  sign  of  post-auxiliary  subjects,
occurring  in  many  Germanic  languages  when  fronting
other constituents.

The last linguistic topic we will present here is the use of
complex  tense,  mode  and  aspect.  For  this,  Esperanto
combines  the  tense-inflected  esti  ("be")  with  likewise
tense-inflected active and passive participles6. Because of
the rareness of some combinations, and the low error rate
of  automatic  annotation  for  this  type  of  auxiliary
construction, we have used the entire Monato corpus, with
automatic treebank annotation, for the data in table 5. 

AUXILIARY: estas
(pres.)

estis
(past)

estos
(fut.)

estus
(cond.)

ACTIVE PCP:
-anta (present, "...-ing") 5 3 - -
-inta (past, "having ...-ed") 7 24 1 13
-onta (future, "going to ...") 1 2 - 1
PASSIVE PCP:
-ata (present, imperfective, 
"being ...-ed")

176 79 17 3

-ita (past, perfective, "having 
been ...-ed")

231 244 30 9

-ota (future, prospective, "to 
be ...-ed")

2 1 - -

Table 6: auxiliary constructions

As can  be seen,  passives  are much more common than
actives,  probably because the latter  cover less linguistic
terrain  and  "only"  work  as  complex  tenses,  with  a
"viewer"  time  marked  by  the  auxiliary,  and  a  relative
event time marked as anterior, posterior or simultaneous
in  the  participle.  The  high-frequency  complex  passives
(estas/estis/estos  +  ...ata/ita),  on the other  hand,  are  the
only  way  to  express  finite  passives,  since  only  actives
have auxiliary-free finite forms. In addition, the participle
tense  vowel  in  these  forms  is  used  to  express  aspect
(a/present  =  imperfective,  i/past  =  perfective).  The
conditional auxiliary form estus (last column) is rarest, an
mostly used for past conditionals, active or passive. The
active present participle is rare, and never used with future
and  conditional  estos/estus,  implying  that  no  added

6 These  participles  carry  an  adjectival  -a  ending,  and
inflect/agree with regard to number and case, allowing them to
function as postnominal non-finite clauses, marked @ICL-N< in
the treebank,  unlike the @ICL-AUX< (argument of auxiliary)
we are concerned with here.
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meaning is achieved compared to the -os/us forms of the
main on its own.

6. Conclusion and Outlook
We  have  presented  and  evaluated  a  treebank  for
Esperanto, that we hope will help remedy the lack of NLP
resources for the language and trigger further research. By
constantly  improving  the  grammar  and  lexicon  of  the
underlying CG parser, manual revision labour was kept at
a minimum. Measured against the revised annotation, the
parser  achieved  a  syntactic  accuracy  (labeling  and
attachment  combined)  of  96.5%  for  non-punctuation
tokens,  albeit  with  considerable  variation  across
categories.  This  relatively  high  performance  should
facilitate  future  work  that  could  include  a  "raw"
(automatic) treebank for the entire Monato corpus, as well
as new treebank sections for other genres.

On  the  linguistic  side,  the  treebank  has  allowed  us  to
establish  word  (constituent)  order  statistics  classifying
Esperanto  as  an  SVO  and  ADJ-N  language  with
considerable room for  word order  variation, both at  the
clause level and for np attributes. What we do not know,
and  what  should  be  addressed  in  future  research,  is  to
which  degree  these  findings  depend  on  statistical
tendencies  influenced  by  the  native  language  of  an
Esperanto  speaker/author,  and  whether  word  order
variation is less or more pronounced in the formal written
language of  a  news  journal  than in  spoken or  informal
written language, as found in social media, e-mail or text
messages.

Another  typological  assumption,  the  low  lexical
ambiguity  of  Esperanto,  could  be  corroborated  with
respect to true homonyms, while still observing a sizable
amount  of  polysemes  sharing  a  common  origin  and
morphology.  
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